ABSTRACT: BACKGROUND: Indirect bonding is a technique in which orthodontic brackets are transferred from dental casts onto the dentition using a transfer tray. The aim of this paper is to describe a simple and efficient procedure of indirect bonding. The transfer tray used here is Light tray (Ivoclar), light polymerised resin composite special tray material, which is used to fabricate customized trays for fixed and removable implant-restorations. This light tray has many advantages when compared with similar trays for indirect bonding.
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INTRODUCTION: Traditional bracket placement involves hand placing each bracket directly in the mouth. Accurate direct bracket placement is very difficult for even the most experienced orthodontist. Indirect bonding has been an exciting advancement in orthodontics. It has great benefit to the patient as it improves patient comfort, reduces the amount of time in the dental chair, improves the accuracy of bracket placement, and reduces treatment time. Indirect Bonding of brackets using light-curing transfer trays,(Fig.1), has several advantages like easy mouldable, fast and easy working, accurate adaptation, stability of shape immediately after polymerization and excellent elastic memory. Light trays can be cured by Light curing unit for 3 minutes or exposing to direct day light for 5 minutes.

Fig.1 Light Tray.
LABORATORY PROCEDURE: The indirect bonding technique starts by taking impressions of the patient teeth. The impressions are used to make a stone model of the teeth, (Fig.2). The brackets are secured to the stone model with water soluble glue (fevi stick, Fig.3). Use wax to block and prevent adapting light tray in to the bracket wings and slots. Adapt the Light tray over the brackets mounted on the patient cast from labial to lingual surface. Trim the excess tray material with a wax knife, (Fig.4). Light cure the tray for 4 minutes, (Fig.5). Soak the working model with the custom transfer tray in warm water for a minimum of one hour to dissolve water soluble glue from the bracket base and release the custom tray from the model.

![Fig.2. Model with markings of Bracket Position.](image1)

![Fig.3 The brackets are fixed with water soluble glue.](image2)
Fig.4. Adaptation of Light tray over the brackets.

Fig.5. Light curing the Light tray.

Fig.6. Light tray with the brackets.
CLINICAL APPLICATION: Apply bonding agent and light cure adhesive on the brackets in transfer tray. Etch the teeth and apply the bonding agent. Keep a dry field. Place the tray in the mouth and the adhesive part of the tray pressed on to the teeth with fingers. Light cure the adhesive for 20 seconds for each bracket, (Fig.7). Remove the tray and cure all the brackets for 10 seconds. Remove any excess adhesive from the teeth surface, (Fig.8).

CONCLUSION: Indirect bonding offers many advantages combined with safety, especially the exact positioning of brackets. One of the main problems, however, is their transfer to the mouth with precision and sufficient adhesion. Currently, there are various transfer trays for indirect bonding available—opaque, translucent silicone-based polymer, and thermoplastic transfer devices. The technique described in this article serves to simplify tray fabrication. This is accomplished by using Light tray. The Light tray is easier to adapt, stability of shape immediately after polymerization, excellent elastic memory, easy to trim, less bulky, easy to transfer than other types, extremely cheap and cost effective. Light tray- transfer trays offer an accurate bracket positioning and hence it could be treated as one of the preferable methods of bracket placement.
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